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Introduction
There are many compleex global pub
blic health chaallenges, from
m addressing the health isssues of an
increasingly urban world, to prepariing for and reesponding to health crisess caused by w
war, natural disaster
d
and climatte change. Altthough important gains haave been made in the con
ntrol of manyy infectious diseases
they remain a major co
oncern. The riising burden of non-comm
municable disseases and thhe changing demands
of ageing p
populations challenge
c
cou
untries acrosss the develop
pment spectru
um.
The distrib
bution of poo
or health is un
nequal and innequitable, bo
oth within countries and bbetween countries.
The poorest people in lowl
and middle-income ccountries sufffer the most from
f
ill healtth, and children and
women suffer more thaan men1. Add
dressing thesee inequalitiess in health2 re
equires actionn across the social
determinaants of health
h. As the World Health Orgganization (W
WHO) Commisssion for the Social Determ
minants
of Health sstates: “Inequ
ualities arise from the circcumstances in
n which peop
ple grow, live,, work and agge, and
the system
ms put in placce to deal with illness. Thee conditions in
n which peop
ple live and d ie are, in turn
n, shaped
3
by political, social and economic
e
forrces.”
To respond
d to these challenges urge
ent action is rrequired in many
m
areas. This includes tthe need to
strengthen
n multi-sector action on th
he social deteerminants of health with a strong crosss-cutting focu
us on
social justice and equityy, as well as improving
i
heealth systems, promoting universal
u
heaalth coverage
e4, and
supportingg health workkforce develo
opment.
These are all areas requ
uiring the exp
pertise, skills and compete
encies of pub
blic health proofessionals. The
T
Faculty of Public Health
h (FPH) has a key role in e nsuring the UK’s
U public he
ealth workforrce is equippe
ed with
the skills and knowledgge to work in the globaliseed world of public health. Among FPH m
members the
ere is also
considerab
ble enthusiassm for and commitment too using their skills and exp
pertise to bennefit global health,
and to worrk with, learn
n from and su
upport intern ational partn
ners on publicc health issuees.
This strateegy sets out FPH’s goals fo
or its global heealth and international wo
ork for the neext five yearss. This
work will b
build on our many
m
existingg internationaal partnerships, as well ass challenge uss to work harrder and
with greater impact tow
wards improvved global heealth outcome
es.
The challenge is clear. We
W look forw
ward to playinng our part in
n the solution.

John Ashton
FP
PH President

Neil Squires
Chair of the FPH Global Heealth Committee

Departmentt of Health, Depaartment for Interrnational Develoopment, NHS. 20
014. Engaging in Global Health: T
The Framework for
Voluntary En
ngagement in Glo
obal Health by th
he UK Health Secctor. London: De
epartment of Hea
alth. Accessed frrom:
https://www
w.gov.uk/govern
nment/uploads/system/uploadss/attachment_da
ata/file/352928/
/Engaging_in_Gllobal_Health__1__.pdf
2 Defined by W
WHO as “the unffair and avoidab
ble differences in
n health status se
een within and between
b
countriees”.
3 World Healt
th Organization,, Commission on
n Social Determin
nants of Health. 2008. Closing th
he gap in a generration: health eq
quity
through actio
on on the social determinants
d
off health. Final Reeport of the Commission on Socia
al Determinants of Health. Geneva: World
Health Organ
nization. Accesseed from: http://w
whqlibdoc.who.iint/publicationss/2008/9789241
1563703_eng.pddf?ua=1
4 Universal he
ealth coverage ensures
e
that all people
p
obtain thee health servicess they need with
hout suffering finnancial hardship
p.
1
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The FPH Strategic Approach to Global Health 2015 - 2019
Strategic aim: To actively contribute to the improvement of global public health,
through the organised efforts of FPH members

Advocacy

Goal 1: Be a leader in advocating for ‘Better Health for All’

1

Advocate public health approaches to global health challenges

2

Facilitate FPH members and partners to contribute effectively to advocating for
‘Better Health for All’

3

Form multi-disciplinary alliances with key partners to ensure greater
collaboration and coordination of global health activity

Standards

Goal 2: Support high standards of public health training, examination and regulation
globally

4

Build capacity in public health curriculum, examination and regulation
development, and the infrastructure and systems required to support these

Workforce

Goal 3: Support the development of the global public health workforce, including
building the capacity of the UK public health workforce to engage in global health

5

Contribute to the development of the global public health workforce through
training, research and technical support

6

Align FPH international public health workforce development support with the
WHO Global Strategy on Human Resources for Health

7

Ensure that global health issues are adequately included in the education,
training and professional development of public health professionals in the UK,
and that global health work is recognised in professional revalidation

8

Facilitate opportunities for FPH members to engage in and contribute to global
health work and humanitarian emergencies, working in partnership with other
public health practitioners, specialists and the wider public health workforce

9

Provide more focused support for FPH members internationally

Knowledge

Goal 4: Share and generate knowledge, evidence and information to support global
public health action

10 Support research and knowledge synthesis to maximise the potential and extend
the reach of FPH, using a wide range of communication platforms to address
global public health challenges

5

1. About the Faculty of Public Health
1.1 Vision and Mission
The Faculty of Public Health’s (FPH’s) vision is for ‘Better Heath for All’.
This vision applies to those who live in the UK and worldwide. Public health transcends national
boundaries and FPH recognises it has an important role to play in improving global public health.
FPH’s mission is to: ‘Promote and protect the health and wellbeing of everyone in society. We do this
by playing a leading role in assuring an effective public health workforce, promoting public health
knowledge, and advocating for the very best conditions for good health’.

1.2 The role of the Faculty of Public Health
FPH is the standard-setting body for specialists in public health in the United Kingdom. Our role is to
promote and maintain professional and educational standards for specialists in public health and to
quality-assure the profession. As well as promoting excellence in public health standards, FPH plays an
important role in public health advocacy, policy development and promoting evidence-based practice.
In order to work effectively in these areas we collaborate with a wide range of organisations and
institutions.
A crucial strength of FPH lies in its multi-disciplinary members, with both medical and non-medical
professional backgrounds represented. Our members work in a diverse range of settings: national
government, non-governmental organisations (NGO’s), local government, the military, local
community and voluntary organisations, academic institutions and international organisations.
We draw upon the specialist skills, knowledge and experience of our members to set our strategic
aims as a faculty and to deliver supporting activity both in the UK and internationally. We have 3,300
members, including the 12% of our members based overseas across 61 different countries.
More information on the work of the faculty can be found in Appendix 1 and on our website at
http://www.fph.org.uk/
What we mean by ‘global health’
The term ‘global health’ has evolved over the past decade and has become synonymous
with a variety of constructs. In recognition of the role of FPH and its emphasis on
partnership working with other countries, FPH has agreed to use the term as interpreted
1
below:
5

Collaborative trans-national action, underpinned by evidence, to promote equity and
‘Better Health for All’ 5

5 This definition of global health is based on one proposed by Bonita and Beaglehole (2010) with the addition of equity and reference
to ‘evidence base’ as opposed to ‘research’ in order to reflect the priorities of FPH. This interpretation, though simple - alludes to
collaboration sought and offered (ie. partnership working), grants concern to issues that transcend national boundaries (epidemics,
climate change, tobacco) and recognises the essential foundation of an evidence base whilst supporting action (of all types - field
workers to global advocacy). Finally ‘Better Health for All’ reflects FPH’s vision.
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2. Our approach to global health
Many FPH members have an active interest in global health and many have extensive experience of
working internationally. In recognition of this, FPH has a longstanding international committee, the
work of which is supported by a number of country- or region-based Special Interest Groups (SIGs) and
active contributions from our international members. The SIGs have been developed to promote
collaborative approaches to FPH work with organisations in Europe, Africa, Asia and the Pacific (with
plans to extend these further).
Although a great deal has already been achieved through the global health and international activity of
FPH, we are now looking to further strengthen and coordinate our approach. This strategy therefore
sets out our priorities for global health, building on our strengths as a professional body and the skills
and abilities of our public health workforce, while recognising the need to work in partnership with
UK-based and international organisations on common public health agendas.
The benefits of involvement in global health and international activity are many, with an increasing
evidence base to support this. We fully recognise the potential for learning and development from
involvement in international activity both at individual and organisational level.6
This strategy is intended to be both ambitious and achievable, with a focus on achieving sustainable
outcomes. Setting out this strategic approach is also essential for effective prioritisation of FPH
activity, allowing FPH to make best use of its expertise and resources, and to ensure that members are
working towards the same goals, and speaking with a consistent voice.
Further information on our mandate and rationale for involvement in global health can be found in
appendix 2.

2.1 Values and guiding principles
There are certain values that FPH expects its members to adopt in their work. These values are the
same whether members are working within the UK context or internationally.7
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promote social justice – everyone is equal
Promote equity of access – to life chances, facilities, education, etc.
Be respectful – in our participation and our partnerships
Be professional when drawing on our authority and influence
Be impartial and objective on all issues
Ensure ethics inform all of our work
Be scientific, ensuring evidence underpins our approach
Pursue value for money in all that we do, ensuring efficiency, effectiveness of our activities
and robust evaluation of our outcomes.

6 Department of Health, Department for International Development, NHS. 2014. Engaging in Global Health: The Framework for
Voluntary Engagement in Global Health by the UK Health Sector. London: Department of Health. Accessed from:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/352928/Engaging_in_Global_Health__1_.pdf
7 June 2015: FPH is taking forward a piece of work (led by Farhang Tahzib, FPH Local Board Member for South East Coast) on the
development of a set of ‘values for public health’. This will include a round-table debate in the autumn of 2015.
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In addition, principles to guide how FPH members should operate when working with
international partners are set out below:
•
•
•
•

•

Awareness of and sensitivity to the cultures and customs of the host environment8
Recognise that everyone has something to learn and everyone has something to teach – the
principle of co-development9
Activities should be underpinned by strong multidisciplinary collaboration, scientific rigour
(evidence based), evaluation and assessment (of impact) and are sustainable
Compliance with the principles of aid effectiveness set out in the Paris Declaration and the Accra
Agenda for Action, which promote ownership, harmonisation, alignment, results and mutual
accountability, inclusive partnerships and capacity development10
Follow the Department for International Development (DFID) principles for ethical practice in
research and evaluation.11

3. Our global health aim and goals
3.1 Aim
Our global health aim is to: Contribute actively to the improvement of global health, through the
organised efforts of FPH members.

3.2 Strategic goals
In order to fulfil this aim, action is required across four priority areas: advocacy, standards, workforce
and knowledge. These mirror the strategic priority areas of the FPH Strategy (2015-19) and
communicate the key focus areas for FPH, both domestically and internationally. These priority areas
will help target FPH’s attention and resources on the areas in which our expertise and our voice can be
most effective in improving public health outcomes globally.
For each priority area there is a goal that will drive the FPH Global Health Strategy:

Goal 1. Advocacy: Be a leader in advocating Better Health for All globally.
Goal 2. Standards: Support high standards of public health training, examinations and
regulation globally.

Goal 3. Workforce: Support the development of the global public health workforce, including
building the capacity of the UK public health workforce to engage in global health.
Goal 4. Knowledge: Share knowledge, evidence and information to inform global public health
action.

Adapted from: Department of Health, Department for International Development, NHS. 2014. Engaging in Global Health: The
Framework for Voluntary Engagement in Global Health by the UK Health Sector. London: Department of Health. Accessed from:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/352928/Engaging_in_Global_Health__1_.pdf
9 Crisp N. 2010. Turning the World Upside Down: The search for global health in the 21st century. CRC Press (Taylor & Francis Group)
10 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. 2009. The Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness (2005) and the Accra
Agenda for Action (2008). The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). Accessed from:
http://www.oecd.org/dac/effectiveness/parisdeclarationandaccraagendaforaction.htm
11 Department for International Development. 2011. DFID Ethics Principles for Research and Evaluation. London: Department for
International Development. Accessed from: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/dfid-ethics-principles-for-research-andevaluation
8
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4. Achieving the goals
4.1 Advocacy
Goal 1: Be a leader in advocating Better Health for All globally.
To achieve this we will:
1. Advocate public health approaches to global health challenges
2. Facilitate FPH members and partners to contribute effectively to advocating for Better Health
for All
3. Form multi-disciplinary alliances with key partners to ensure greater collaboration and coordination
of global health activity

Advocacy is the process of influencing people to create change. It requires good strategic
communications – educating people about a need and mobilising them to meet it.12 Advocacy is
crucial in securing the support of decision-makers, policymakers and others who can commit the
necessary resources and enact supportive policies to achieve change. It takes advocacy to ensure that
solutions reach the people who need them most.
FPH will identify strategic global health areas where it can play a key advocacy role, working with
partners to identify common interests and develop common messages. Partners for this work will
include governments, NGOs, and other organisations that can influence the social determinants of
global health and inequalities (eg. poverty, education, gender), alongside those focusing on health. We
will support our members and the wider public health community to become involved in global health
advocacy through the development of web-based tools and platforms, set up to allow knowledge
sharing, discussion, debate and problem solving.

Case study 1 – Advocacy on current public health issues
FPH has utilised the public health expertise of its members to advocate for, support and commend
governmental and United Nation action for international public health concerns, such as the Ebola
epidemic in West Africa,13 as well as offering assurances to the UK public.
FPH produced a special report on the potential effects on health of the proposed Transatlantic Trade
and Investment Partnership between the EU and the US14 and supported Amnesty International’s
campaign ‘Don’t let them drown’ regarding the plight of migrants crossing the Mediterranean Sea.15

World Health Organization. 2006. Stop the Global Epidemic of Chronic Disease: A Practical Guide to Successful Advocacy. Geneva:
World Health Organization. Accessed from: http://www.who.int/chp/advocacy/chp.manual.EN-webfinal.pdf
13 Faculty of Public Health. 2014. UK Faculty of Public Health policy statement on Ebola. London: Faculty of Public Health. Accessed
from: http://www.fph.org.uk/fph_commends_uk_government_action_on_ebola
14 Faculty of Public Health. 2015. Trading Health? UK Faculty of Public Health Policy Report on the Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership. London: Faculty of Public Health. Accessed from:
http://www.fph.org.uk/ttip_%27threat_to_people%27s_health_in_uk_and_across_europe%27
15 The Times - Letters. 13 May 2015. Accessed from: http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/opinion/letters/article4439476.ece
12
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Case study 2 - Advocacy for European coherence in public health
FPH has been working with the Association of Schools of Public Health in the European Region
(ASPHER) to promote professional standards, recognition and regulation as well as European public
health legislation across Europe. In particular, FPH has supported the development of profession and
practice against the 10 Essential Public Health Operations (EPHOs)16 as developed by the World Health
Organization (WHO), Europe. As the UK standard-setter, the FPH voice has been prominent in these
developments and FPH has also learned a great deal from its partners. FPH has been particularly active
in EPHO 7 (Assuring a sufficient and competent public health workforce) and EPHO 8 (Assuring
sustainable organisational structures and financing), including a joint WHO publication on making the
case for investing in public health. Pan-European collaborative approaches, such as these, are essential
to moving forward public health as a profession and developing practice to improve population health.
FPH looks forward to being increasingly at the core of these movements.

With WHO leadership and support, countries can adapt and work on the EPHOs together, to assess and plan for stronger public
health services and capacities.

16
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4.2 Standards
Goal 2: Su
upport high standards
s
of public healthh training, exxaminations and regulatiion globally.
To achievee this we will:
4. Build caapacity in public health curriculum, eexamination and
a regulatio
on developm
ment and the
e
infrastructture and systtems require
ed to supporrt these.

‘In many ccountries, pu
ublic health programmes
p
led by cliniciians with litttle or no pubblic health tra
aining
are plagueed by poor management
m
t and ineffecttive resourcee allocation. This cannot bbe overcomee by
simply buiilding on current policies: governmennt oversight must
m ensure proper recruuitment for public
p
health job
bs, and new models
m
are needed
n
for prre-service an
nd in-service training.’ - BBulletin of thee World
17
Health Org
ganization
FPH is high
hly respected internation
nally for its w
work on public health sta
andards, eduucation and training,
t
and the reegulation of public health
h specialists. (More inforrmation on sttandards cann be found in
n
appendix 3). We will use
u this expertise to suppport the deve
elopment of high qualityy public healtth
h
training, eexaminationss and regulattion globally,, working in partnership with other ppublic health
agencies. We will also consolidate the resourcces among ou
ur faculty sta
aff and mem bers in order that
obilise our skkills more efffectively to ssupport coun
ntries requessting collabooration.
we can mo

Case studyy 3 - Sudan Health
H
Consultancy grouup
The Sudan
n Health Con
nsultancy gro
oup (SHC) an d supportingg network, act on a volunntary basis to
o assist
profession
nal and academic colleaggues and org anisations in
n the Sudan to
t address heealth issues,, with a
focus on p
public health
h and postgra
aduate trainiing.
The group
p has undertaaken a wide range of acttivity includin
ng
providing strategic and
d operationa
al support too development of the
National P
Public Health
h Institute Su
udan (PHI). P HI delivers
competen
ncy-based an
nd multidiscip
plinary publi c health training,
accredited
d with the Su
udanese Med
dical Specialiisation Board
d. A
member o
of the SHC grroup spent th
hree years inn Sudan as Deputy
Director o
of PHI to oversee and sup
pport the devvelopment of
o the
Institute (w
with on-goin
ng support frrom the wideer group).
SHC was in
nstrumental in highlightiing elementss of the Facu
ulty of Public Health comppetency-based
curriculum
m to the Sudaanese Mediccal Specialisaation Board, resulting in significant
s
sttrengtheningg of the
registrar ttraining portffolio. The gro
oup’s contribbution was well
w received
d, with mediaa interest and
coverage. SHC was alsso well placed to advocatte against female genital mutilation iin response to
t
political and professio
onal controve
ersy, advocatting for a unified front, and
a publishedd a consensu
us
statementt on this issu
ue.

Sadana R, Mushtaque A, Ch
howdhury R, Pettrakovac A. 2007
7. Strengthening
g public health ed
ducation and traaining to improv
ve global
health. Bullettin of the World Health
H
Organization. 85, 3.

17
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Case studyy 4 - Public health
h
educa
ation, traininng and stand
dards develo
opment in Inndia
The Intern
national Facu
ulty Advisor represents
r
FFPH on the UK Consortium
m of Universsities which is
working w
with the Public Health Foundation of India (PHFI) and Indian In
nstitutes of PPublic Health
h (IIPH)
on a Wellccome Trust grant
g
to help
p develop thee public health workforce
e in India.
The grant has built acaademic public health
capacity th
hrough the funding
f
of 15
5 MPH
Students, 27 PhD cand
didates, 22 re
esearch
grants and
d 27 research
h fellowshipss.
Specifically, FPH has supported academics
through a short coursee to develop
pa
competen
ncy framework relevant to
t public
health praactice in Indiaa, using as examples
the compeetency frameework from FPH and
supportingg informatio
on from the Association
A
of Schoolss of Public Heealth in the European
E
Region (ASSPHER).
This frameework is currrently in use in
curriculum
m developmeent for maste
er’s program
mmes deliverred by the IIP
PH and PHFI. It is envisagged that
the framework will bee further developed for trraining of pu
ublic health practitioners
p
s involved in service
delivery. D
Delivering this activity ha
as involved sttaff visits to and from Ind
dia, bringingg significant
reciprocal learning.

Case studyy 5 - Supporrting public health
h
legislaation for new
wly formed government
g
ts
Shortly aftter gaining in
ndependence from Suda n, the goverrnment of So
outh Sudan reequested FPH to
make reco
ommendatio
ons on develo
opment of p ublic health legislation fo
or the count ry.
Fellows off FPH worked
d with the ne
ew governm ent on recom
mmendation
ns for legislattion on the major
m
determinaants of health, tobacco, water
w
and saanitation, foo
od, alcohol, communicab
c
ble diseases and
a road
traffic inciidents.
Prioritisation of publicc health need
d was determ
mined by the
e governmen
nt of South Suudan with su
upport
from FPH.. Specific advvice was give
en on the maain principless that should
d be covered in order for public
health leggislation to bee effective.
Further legislation on related socia
al determinaants of health
h was also su
uggested (edducation, pro
omoting
women’s eequality, income equalityy and medic ines manage
ement) with the aim of im
mproving health and
reducing h
health inequalities.
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4.3 Workforce
Goal 3: Support the development of the global public health workforce, including building the capacity
of the UK public health workforce to engage in global health.
To achieve this we will:
5. Contribute to the development of the global health workforce through training, research and
technical support
6. Align FPH international public health workforce development support to the WHO Global Strategy
on Human Resources for Health
7. Ensure that global health issues are adequately included in the education, training and professional
development of public health professionals in the UK, and that global health work is recognised in
professional revalidation
8. Facilitate opportunities for FPH members to engage in and contribute to global health work and
humanitarian emergencies, working in partnership with other public health practitioners, specialists
and the wide public health workforce
9. Provide more focused support for international FPH members

In 2012 there was an estimated shortfall of 7.2 million professional health workers, and this is set to
rise to 12.9 million over the coming decades18. Many existing health workers lack the support,
equipment and training they need to practise effectively and to a high standard; these include public
health workers and those working in roles which have a direct impact on public health. Skilled health
workers are vital for progress on global health and development and will be essential in achieving the
forthcoming United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
FPH, through its members, has much it can contribute to supporting public health workforce
development worldwide through, training, research, technical support and the sharing of expertise.
FPH also recognises the significant opportunities for learning from international partners.19 FPH
already hosts a number of strategic international partnerships with public health institutions, for
example in India (see case studies 4 and 8). Through the work of our Special Interest Groups (SIGs) we
will ensure that our approach is coordinated at country and regional level to provide maximum
impact. We will work with countries over the long term where appropriate, ensuring sustainable
change and on-going support. FPH will align workforce activity with the WHO Global Strategy on
Human Resources for Health18 and will become an active member of the Global Health Workforce
Alliance.
FPH will promote the expertise of public health professionals in contributing to global health
development activity and the response to humanitarian emergencies, in partnership with others. It
will also, where appropriate, facilitate and support opportunities for trainees, members and the wider
18 World Health Organization, Global Health Workforce Alliance. 2015. Health Workforce 2030: A global strategy on human resources
for health. Geneva: World Health Organization. Accessed from: http://www.who.int/hrh/documents/strategy_brochure9-20-14.pdf
19 Department of Health, Department for International Development, NHS. 2014. Engaging in Global Health: The Framework for
Voluntary Engagement in Global Health by the UK Health Sector. London: Department of Health. Accessed from:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/352928/Engaging_in_Global_Health__1_.pdf
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nity to work overseas in ssupport of th
his strategy, as well as enncourage glo
obal
public heaalth commun
health acttivity that can
n be delivere
ed from a UKK base. FPH will
w develop an annual aw
ward to reco
ognise
outstandin
ng contributions to globa
al health.
We also have work to do in the UK
K. We will ennsure that ou
ur own UK workforce is eequipped to work
w
in
20
o public health. The new
w UK public health training curriculuum includes for
f the
the globalised world of
first time ccompetenciees requiring knowledge oof global heaalth challenge
es and broaddens the scope of
competen
ncies that maay be achieve
ed through gglobal health
h work. Beyond training, FPH will worrk to
ensure thee knowledgee and experie
ence gained by memberss contributing to global hhealth and
internatio
onal activity is valued as a means of c ontinuing prrofessional developmentt and can con
ntribute
to achieveement of revvalidation req
quirements.221

Case studyy 6 - Global Framework for Public H ealth
A fellow o
of FPH helped
d lead the de
evelopment of a Global Framework
F
for Public Heaalth, in collaboration
with the W
World Federaation of Publlic Health
Associatio
ons (WFPHA)). The framew
work was
developed
d in responsee to a requesst from the
WHO Direector General. WFPHA wa
as tasked to
assess and
d enhance th
he competen
ncies of the
public heaalth workforcce and to fosster global
dialogue. TThe framework is part off a strategy tto
globally haarmonise esssential public health
functions and competencies based
d on practicee
needs. Thee draft frameework has been discusseed
with a ran
nge of partneers, includingg WHO, US
Centers fo
or Disease Co
ontrol and Prrevention
(CDC) and the Internattional Associiation of Nattional Public Health Instittutes (IANPH
HI). The framework
was preseented to the American Pu
ublic Health A
Association (APHA)
(
in Ne
ew Orleans inn Novemberr 2014
and was d
discussed at the
t World Co
ongress on PPublic Health
h in Kolkata in
n February 22015. The fra
amework
aims to deevelop consisstency of fun
nctions and ddefinitions as a flexible, adaptable
a
toool which will
strengthen public health systems, support thee post-2015 Sustainable
S
Development
D
s
t Goals and scale-up
public heaalth capacity-building.

These also relate to recomm
mendations for professional
p
soccieties in All-Party Parliamentary
y Group on Globbal Health. 2013. Improving
Health at Hom
me and Abroad: How overseas volunteering
v
from
m the NHS beneffits the UK and the world. Londoon: All-Party Parrliamentary
Group on Glo
obal Health. Acceessed from: http://www.appg-gllobalhealth.org.u
uk/reports/4556656050
21 Revalidatio
on is the processs by which all licensed UK doctorrs are required to
t demonstrate on
o a regular basiis that they are up
u to date
and fit to praactise in their cho
osen field and ab
ble to provide a ggood level of carre. Accessed from
m: http://www.ggmcuk.org/docto
ors/revalidation//9627.asp
20
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Case studyy 7 – Registrrar training opportunity
o
with Public Health Africca and WHO
Public Heaalth Africa (P
PHA) was established in 22011 to supp
port public he
ealth develoopments in th
he
African region. It is a volunteer-dri
v
iven initiativve and a speccial interest group
g
of the Faculty of Public
Health wh
hich aims to support
s
the developmennt of sustainaable solution
ns to public hhealth improvements
in Africa.
PHA has fo
orged a partnership with
h the World H
Health
Organization (WHO) African
A
Partnerships for PPatient Safety
(APPS) pro
ogramme to offer a training opportu nity for a sen
nior
public heaalth registrarr to gain a on
ne-year expeerience in glo
obal
health. AP
PPS is concerned with ca
atalysing a raange of actions
that will sttrengthen heealth system
ms, assist in bbuilding local
capacity aand help redu
uce medical error and paatient harm. The
programm
me acts as a channel
c
for patient
p
safetty improvements
that can spread acrosss countries. The
T program
mme work strream include
es supportingg universal health
h
coverage ((UHC) system
ms in an African context. The registraar will spend six months w
with PHA in the UK
and six mo
onths at WHO headquartters in Genevva.

Case studyy 8 - Workfo
orce and systtems develoopment in Od
disha
The Intern
national Facu
ulty Advisor has
h providedd support and technical expertise
e
to a Departmen
nt for
Internatio
onal Development funded
d project to ddevelop a pu
ublic health cadre
c
in the State of Odisha,
India. A tw
wo-year proggramme of work
w
is being considered that will faciilitate a longger-term relationship
between FFPH and the governmentt of Odisha inn order to su
upport publicc health capaacity develop
pment.
It is agreed that a mem
morandum of
o understandding betwee
en Odisha and FPH will bee signed to support
this partneership to allo
ow a two-wa
ay flow of ex pertise and learning
l
betw
ween public health syste
ems in
the UK and in India with a shared commitment
c
t to achievin
ng Better Hea
alth for All.
This work will be delivvered through the Speciaal Interest Grroup for India
a and relatedd countries, and will
seek to bu
uild partnerships with a number
n
of puublic health institutes in India and too facilitate
collaborattion between
n public health professioonals in UK an
nd India.
It is envisaaged that thiis project ma
ay also be abble to offer sh
hort-term tra
aining opporrtunities in In
ndia for
UK public health traineees.
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4.4 Know
wledge
Goal 4: Sh
hare and generate knowledge, evidennce and inforrmation to in
nform globall public heath
action.
To achievee this we will:
10. Suppo
ort research and
a knowled
dge synthesiss to maximise the potenttial and exte nd the reach
h of FPH,
using a wide range of communicattion platform
ms to address global public health chaallenges.

FPH has sttrong platforrms by which
h it can sharee knowledge
e. These inclu
ude the FPH website and
d e22
communiccations, FPH’’s quarterly magazine,
m
Puublic Health Today, the Journal of Puublic Health 2 and
FPH’s annual conferen
nce. These exxisting comm
munication mechanisms
m
will
w be used to best effecct to
obal public health action.. This includees sharing th
heory and pra
actice aboutt public healtth to
inform glo
promote tthe highest standards
s
of public healt h practice globally.
23
To do this we will worrk with the ed
ditors of FPH
H’s flagship publications
p
ensuring thhat they inclu
ude
ote publicatioon of researcch particularly from low-- and middle--income
global heaalth prioritiess and promo
countries.. We will enssure that glob
bal health prriorities are reflected
r
in our
o annual coonference, and
a we
op web-baseed accessible
e informationn on our contributions to
o global healtth work.
will develo

22
23

FPH’s quarrterly scientific journal produced
d in partnership with Oxford Un
niversity Press
Journal of P
Public Health an
nd Public Health Today
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Case studyy 9 - Continu
uing professional develoopment budd
dy scheme
Approximately 12% off Faculty of Public
P
Healthh (FPH) members are loca
ated outsidee the UK and
approximaately a third of these members are e ngaged in th
he FPH contin
nuing professsional development
24
(CPD) scheeme . The online
o
CPD syystem hostedd by FPH is reported by internationall members to
o be
very helpfful for CPD and portfolio maintenancce. However, in a survey undertaken in 2013,
internatio
onal memberrs reported (amongst othher challenge
es) feeling iso
olated, and iit was suggessted that
FPH should strengthen
n networks in countries oor regions fo
or mutual sup
pport of mem
mbers.
In responsse to this, FP
PH set up a CPD buddy sccheme which
h puts international mem
mbers in toucch with
other inteernational or UK-based members
m
to pprovide peer support aro
ound achievinng CPD
requiremeents. The sch
heme is managed and su pported by the
t FPH International CP D Advisor.

Case studyy 10 - UK Pakistan Public Health Grooup
HG) is a grou
The UK Paakistan Publicc Health Gro
oup (UKPakPH
up of senior public
p
healthh professiona
als of
Pakistani d
descent baseed in the UK who have beeen workingg to strengthe
en public he alth in Pakistan
since 20111. This group
p is coordinatting its workk with a number of other initiatives inn Pakistan, under the
Pakistan SSpecial Intereest Group wh
hich is creatiing an opporrtunity for greater coordiination and synergy.
s
The group
p works with professionals and policyymakers in Pakistan to increase awarreness of and
d
promote aaction on issues such as hepatitis
h
C a nd smoking. Since 2011, hepatitis aw
wareness dayys are
observed twice a yearr throughout Pakistan, froom Peshawaar to Karachi in more tha n 60 institutions.
The awareeness days in
nclude ralliess, seminars, sscreening caamps, studen
nt activities, pposter comp
petitions,
plays and other outreaach
activities. UKPakPHG
has produ
uced leaflets,,
posters, books and
animated.. Work is also
o
supportingg a safe
blood initiiative to stop
p
the unneccessary use of
o
injections.
The group
p successfullyy
uses sociaal media to
promote its activities.

Continuingg professional deevelopment is th
he component off learning and de
evelopment that occurs after thee formal complettion of
postgraduatee training. Accessed from: http://www.fph.org.uuk/continuing_professional_deve
elopment_(cpd)
24
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5. Delivering the strategy: key enablers
FPH’s ability to deliver across the four strategic goals is dependent on mobilising the capabilities,
expertise and resources of our membership, our partners and our potential funders and donors.

Members
and staff

Enablers
Funders
and
donors

Partners

5.1 Membership
Many of our members and colleagues in the wider public health community wish to contribute to
improving global health but are unsure how they can best do this. We will look to better harness this
enthusiasm and experience going forward to help us to achieve our goals. As a first step we will make
information more widely available on how members and others can support delivery of activity in
support of our four global health goals. We will use the communication channels at our disposal
(eg. website, ebulletins, Public Health Today) to ensure this information is accessible and regularly
updated.
FPH will also seek to develop a rolling placement for a senior public health registrar to support ongoing management and delivery of this strategy, providing a valuable training opportunity in global
public health.

5.2 Partnership and engagement
Working with a wide range of partners is key to realising our strategic ambitions. This requires a
systematic approach to stakeholder engagement with a clear purpose for collaboration.
The role of FPH within a partnership will vary between organisations. In some circumstances FPH may
provide the lead (for example on core business such as public health standards) whilst within other
partnerships FPH may support, facilitate or endorse the activities of its partner(s).
By way of example, FPH will spend a year as host and chair of the International Forum of the UK
Academy of Medical Royal Colleges. This forum brings together the numerous colleges responsible for
postgraduate medical training in the UK, many of whom have extensive experience of delivering
18

international activity in their respective fields. The forum looks to facilitate learning and build
opportunities for coordination and collaboration. A core function of public health is to cut across,
underpin and support delivery of healthcare across medical specialities. FPH is therefore ideally placed
to build the systematic approaches needed by this forum to achieve maximum impact. Examples of
other key partners are suggested in table 1.

Table 1: Examples of key partners
Country-based public health associations
International public health bodies, eg. the European Public Health Association, the Association of
Schools of Public Health in the European Region, the European Public Health Alliance, the World
Federation of Public Health Associations
Voluntary organisations, eg. Tropical Health Education Trust, the Red Cross, Oxfam, Médecins Sans
Frontières
Multilateral organisations, eg. the World Health Organization, UNICEF, the Commonwealth
Secretariat
Government departments, eg. the Department of Health (DH), the Department for International
Development, Healthcare UK (a joint initiative of DH, UK Trade and Investment and NHS England)
Executive agencies, eg. Public Health England
Academic institutions and organisations
Independent bodies, eg. the Academy of Medical Sciences
Health Education England as host for specialist public health training programmes

5.3 Funders and donors
The majority of FPH’s core activity is funded through membership fees. Given the limited availability of
this funding and the limitations of delivering international activity on a purely voluntary basis, it is
important for FPH to learn from other Royal Colleges who have secured additional ways of funding
global health activity. These methods include funding by external organisations, bidding for contracts,
grants and research funding, and working with partners on a cost recovery or commercial basis.
FPH will therefore:
•
•
•

Be proactive in marketing FPH expertise
Explore opportunities to partner with others to bid for grants, contracts and other sources of
funding
Document and demonstrate the value and benefits of global health projects, building a
portfolio of work to help secure future funding.
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6. Delivering the strategy: robust programme management
6.1 Governance
We recognise the need for a clear governance model to oversee successful delivery of this strategy.
The exact nature of this model is subject to wider FPH governance discussions. A key part of any
governance structure will, however, be the role of the FPH Global Health Committee (the new name
for the FPH International Committee) which will have responsibility to ensure that:
•
•
•
•

An annual operational plan is produced in support of the strategy, with progress monitored
against this plan
Supporting activities are focused within the parameters of the agreed strategy goals
Activities are undertaken in a manner consistent with FPH values
Suitable processes are in place for prioritising activity, and monitoring and evaluating activity
in terms of outputs, outcomes and impact.

6.2 Prioritisation and management of activity
In order to achieve our goals we need a clear approach to what we do, who we work with, and where
we work. This will ensure that we are supporting projects that are aligned to our strategic goals, whilst
effectively managing our capacity to engage.25
In order to further develop this approach we will undertake the following:
•
•
•
•

Map current and potential stakeholders and their global health priorities to identify which
organisations would be a good ‘fit’ for partnership (also supports goal 1)
Map current projects to make an assessment of whether they are aligned to our strategic
goals26
Identify gaps in our existing scope of activity (eg. in terms of regions/countries, project type or
skills/training needs) where we should seek to provide support
Identify opportunities for attracting funding and influencing funding programmes for the
future.

We will implement an open and robust approach to project development, using good programme
management and governance arrangements. This will require a standardised assessment procedure
that current activity and new proposals will undergo. Questions used to inform the assessment are set
out in Appendix 4.
A guiding principle for all projects is that they are based on countries’ needs as identified and
expressed by people from within those countries.27 Activity must also be able to add value and help
meet identified needs in a sustainable way.28
We will also strengthen our approach to monitoring and evaluation by firstly ensuring that all FPH
supported projects implement a systematic process for monitoring and evaluating their activity.
We can learn from the performance management approach that colleges, such as the Royal College for Obstetricians and
Gynaecologists (RCOG), take to the delivery of their global health strategies.
26 Consideration should be given to withdrawing support for those projects that do not meet our strategic goals and objectives.
27 Crisp N. 2007. Global Health Partnerships: The UK contribution to health in developing countries. Accessed from:
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20080814090248/dh.gov.uk/en/Publicationsandstatistics/Publications/PublicationsPoli
cyAndGuidance/DH_065374
28 Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists. 2013. RCOG Global Health Strategy: 2013-17. London: Royal College of
Obstetricians and Gynaecologists. Accessed from: https://www.rcog.org.uk/
25
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her ‘stories’ to
t capture quualitative infformation in support of oour work. A robust
Secondly, we will gath
o ensure thatt we learn froom our expe
eriences, ena
abling us to i mprove pracctice
approach is needed to
m future deccision-makingg. It is will alsso ensure that we can de
emonstrate iimpact for th
he
and inform
resources used, enabling us to gatther the eviddence-base re
equired to atttract new ppartners and
funding.

Case studyy 11 - Building specialistt public healtth
capacity in
n Pacific Islaand countries
Pacific Islaand countries are facing rapid
epidemiollogical and demographic transition,
compound
ded by pre-eexisting majo
or public hea lth
challengess and a challenging socio
o-economic
context. W
While significcant advance
es have beenn
made in p
public health services in the region ovver
many yearrs, with the establishmen
e
nt of
undergrad
duate and master’s in public health pprogrammes,, the specialiist public heaalth skills currrently
needed to
o transform services
s
and tackle the chhallenges the region face
es are scarcee.
A Pacific SSpecial Intereest Group (SIIG) comprisinng UK and Paacific-based Faculty of Puublic Health (FPH)
members,, in collaboraation with ke
ey stakeholdeers in the Pacific, has bee
en involved iin work to bu
uild
public heaalth capacity in Pacific Island countriees through th
he developm
ment of a posstgraduate sp
pecialty
training prrogramme in
n public health. Additionaal support an
nd expertise is provided through affiliation
with FPH, whilst ensurring adaptatiion to reflectt Pacific needs, systems and
a culturess. The SIG is looking
forward to
o shortly ratiifying this co
ollaboration iin a memoraandum of und
derstanding with FPH.
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Appendix 1. Information about the work of FPH and the UK public health
system
The UK Faculty of Public Health (FPH) is committed to improving and protecting people’s mental and
physical health and wellbeing.
Our vision is for ‘Better Health for All’, where people are able to achieve their fullest potential for a
healthy, fulfilling life through a fair and equitable society. We work to promote understanding and to
drive improvements in public health policy and practice.
As the leading professional body for public health specialists in the UK, our members are trained to the
highest possible standards of public health competence and practice, as set by FPH. With 3,300
members based in the UK and internationally, we work to develop knowledge and understanding, and
to promote excellence in the field of public health. For more than 40 years we have been at the
forefront of developing and expanding the public health workforce and profession.
FPH is the sum of all its members and fellows, who work in a variety of organisational settings (eg.
local and national government, academic institutions and charities) delivering public health within the
UK and internationally.
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Appendix 2. Mandate and rationale for involvement
Our strategy is guided by a clear mandate and rationale for involvement. These are set out below.
A call to action: Faculty of Public Health (FPH) members have stated that they support global public
health being a strategic theme within the FPH Strategy (2015-19) including contributing actively to the
improvement of global health. This strategy sets out how this will be achieved.
Health is global: A wide range of global health challenges transcend international boundaries. In
helping to prepare for, and respond to, emerging epidemic and pandemic infections, and the health
consequences of poverty, conflicts, climate change, natural catastrophes and man-made disasters, we
aim to protect the health of those within as well as outside the UK. The UK is both a leader and
follower of European and global policy initiatives. Engagement at this level is crucial in helping to
shape global as well as UK policy solutions.
Sharing good practice: The UK has a highly skilled public health workforce and a developed public
health system, in contrast to many middle- and low-income countries which, as yet, do not have the
systems in place to ensure high quality education, training and standards in public health. One of the
findings of the Crisp Report (2007) was that middle- and low-income countries thought that UK
experience and expertise could help them strengthen their public health systems and institutions. This
includes contributing to training and education for health workers and making evidence and best
practice available. FPH, as a leading organisation in setting standards for public health, recognises its
responsibility to support countries in developing their public health standards and practice. FPH
recognises the potential for reciprocal learning and development opportunities for its members
through involvement in international activity.
Multi-disciplinary approach: Solving complex global public health problems requires the dedicated
involvement of a range of committed individuals and organisations. Just as disease and political
instability are not confined within borders, solutions to these problems must come from a diverse
collective of practitioners, specialists, academics and leaders collaborating across boundaries. The
multi-disciplinary approach promoted by FPH and public health practice in the UK is therefore of great
relevance. We will effectively address global health priorities by being a key player in building and
promoting multi-disciplinary alliances.
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Appendix 3. Standards
To fulfil our role in standard-setting and supporting the public health profession, the Faculty of Public
Health (FPH) works in three key areas:
•

Education and standards

•

Professional standards

•

Health policy and advocacy

Education and standards
Setting, monitoring and promoting standards in education and training for public health in the UK
through:
•

Examinations

•

Appraisal guidance

•

Setting standards for revalidation

•

Approving training placements and assuring quality of training

•

Developing career structures for the new public health workforce

•

Making recommendations for inclusion on the specialist register.

Professional standards
•

Providing professional advice to employers and others on senior public health appointment
procedures

•

Advising and setting standards on workforce planning for the specialty of public health

•

Developing the role of the FPH Local Affairs Committees (FLACs)

•

Encouraging the development of public health networks

•

Submitting nominations for consultants’ higher awards in the UK

•

Recognising excellence in public health by the award of distinction grades of membership

•

Introduction of ‘associate’ status to promote greater communication with a wider public
health workforce

•

Continuing professional development.

Health policy and advocacy
•

Forging effective partnerships with related organisations to develop and advocate on policies
which will improve the public’s health

•

Influencing policy by responding to a wide range of consultations

•

Producing evidence-based policy and publications on a range of public health issues to
promote knowledge and understanding
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•

Sharing good practice and knowledge by organising a range of events, including conferences
and workshops

•

Offering a series of electronic network groups to facilitate communication and shared learning

•

Delivering a programme of communications to disseminate information, including through
FPH ebulletins, website and quarterly magazine

•

Developing international public health links.

As a professional body, FPH creates and promotes international standards of practice and supports
their development in partnership with other countries.
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Appendix 4. Prioritisation of activity

Project assessment questions:
Does the project meet the following screening questions?
• Has a need been identified by a country (either its government or local healthcare
professionals), and what is the need?
• Are we welcomed by a country’s government and local healthcare professionals?
• Will the project support the aim and achievement of at least one of the goals of this
strategy?
• Are we confident that the project would not otherwise be implemented?
Subsequent assessment questions:
Strategic alignment
• Is this an area where FPH has comparative advantage in terms of providing support (eg.
does it link to standards or draw well on FPH’s role and profile)?
• Are there others better placed to support the project?
• Are there opportunities for partnering with other organisations/institutions?
Feasibility
• Do we already have a link with the country, organisation and/or health professional, and
does this build on an existing initiative?
• Who is currently engaged and how much time do they give in support?
• Does the project build upon a successful pilot and/or best practice?
Impact and sustainability
• How will the project produce benefits for the local population? OR: Is the initiative likely
to deliver strategic, transformative change?
• Does the project have the potential for sustained preservation?
• Are there local partners who will ensure the long-term stewardship and sustainability of
the project?
Resources
• Is there funding for the project?
• Do we have resource and capacity to support the project?
• Is there potential for a future income stream from the project?
• Is the project likely to be value for money to a funder/donor?
Project management
• Are robust project management arrangements in place to ensure delivery of the project
(eg. a project plan outlining objectives, outcomes, timescales, deployment of staff etc.)?
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